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Peter Drucker’s comment, “What gets measured, gets managed” is widely known. Along similar
lines, I’d like to suggest, “What gets seen, gets improved.” (Or at least, has the possibility of
getting improved.)
Unlike a factory setting, the knowledge work in an office is largely invisible: it’s stored away in
piles of paper on people’s desks, in cabinets and computers, on file servers and in the cloud.
You can’t see what’s going on within any process without—at best—sparking a Reply All email
conflagration, or—at worst—calling a meeting just to talk about what’s happening. Talk about a
low-value waste of time.
The common complaint in an office environment is that processes are unpredictable or too
complex to represent visually. But that’s just lazy thinking.
Earlier this week I visited a patent law firm in San Francisco that has made the entire patent
filing process visible. The office wall features a corkboard with tags that contain all the current
and future project work; estimated number of days to work on each task; status notifications
for critical tasks; expected due dates; deadlines; and the responsible person for each item.
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Yellow Box: tags indicating attorney names establish swim lanes for work allocation
Red Box: tags in this two-week “sprint” window break down the specific work for each
person and client
Orange Circles: estimated number of days each task will take ensures that lawyers
aren’t overloaded during the sprint and that they can meet delivery dates
Blue Box: tasks in critical stages: “awaiting comments”; “making revisions”; “filing soon”
Green Box: future tasks outside of the current two week sprint

It’s interesting that this law firm didn’t consciously pursue lean or any other continuous
improvement program. Rather, the decision to charge clients a flat fee rather than an hourly
rate has driven this visual management approach. They can’t afford to have needless meetings,
send unnecessary emails, or lose track of work. They can’t afford not knowing if one of the
attorneys is struggling with an issue, and taking more time than they should.
From an HR management perspective as well, the visual system is powerful. Even for the same
type of task, the estimated number of days for completion differs depending how experienced
the person handling the task is. This means that work can be allocated appropriately; that
salaries can be set relative to the person’s abilities; and that salaries can be adjusted when it’s
clear the person becomes skillful complete standard tasks in less time.
Now, you can argue that it’s easy for this firm to make their work visible because they’re doing
nothing more than a fancy version of stamping out widgets: they do one type of work, which
makes their tasks repetitive. That’s true. But it’s also true that your work—whatever it is—has
plenty of repetitive elements. Product development? Writing product briefs, sourcing new
fabrics, creating spec packages for the first sample—that’s all repetitive, too. Hiring and
onboarding new employees? Background checks, drug tests, getting IT network access, benefits
enrollment, etc.—all repetitive. Show me a job, and I’ll show you repetitive and predictable
work. Not all of it, to be sure. But plenty of it, which can all be made visible.
Nothing good happens when your work is invisible. Deadlines slip, people get overloaded,
waste, errors, and rework grow like weeds. Give it a try. Make your work visible and see what
happens.
NOTE: I’ve changed my corporate name from “TimeBack Management” to “Markovitz
Consulting.” My new contact info is:
www.markovitzconsulting.com
dan@markovitzconsulting.com
My new website won’t be live for another few weeks, but please update your address books,
email clients, white lists, Christmas lists, etc. in the meantime.
(Like this newsletter? Read my weekly blog post here.)
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